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Are Markets “Irrational”? 

• Thailand 1997 vs. LTCM 1998
  – crisis as coordination
  – common knowledge of distress as lightening rod

• Global game model of creditor coordination

• Marking to market amplifies distress cycle
  – price as a coordinating mechanism
  – externalities of distress
Asset and Liability Growth
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Are Markets “Irrational”?

• In what sense is the market a single coherent agent, meeting the standards of consistency of beliefs?
  – We often speak informally of the “market’s expectations”
  – Formal models with a representative individual impose this as a matter of course
  – But is there a danger that we are misled by using oversimplified models?

• In Allen, Morris and Shin (RFS 2006), market prices with fully rational, forward-looking traders take the form:

\[
p_t = \bar{E}_t \bar{E}_{t+1} \cdots \bar{E}_{t+h} \theta_{t+h} \\
\neq \bar{E}_t \theta_{t+h}
\]
and price overweights public information relative to the average expectation of the fundamental value.

– Culprit is shortened horizons of traders who care about price next period, rather than fundamental value $h$ periods from now.

• “Market’s expectations” is just a metaphor
  – There is no single individual called “the market”
  – Market prices are determined as the result of a complex interaction
  – Being able to handle conditional forecasts is not a matter of taking a stand on whether markets are rational or irrational.
  – Attributing rationality or irrationality to the market is a category mistake
• Wikipedia entry on **category mistake** reads:

  “Category mistake, or category error is a semantic or ontological error by which a property is ascribed to a thing that could not possibly have that property.”

• Better to ask how market prices incorporate information from:

  – public pronouncements,
  – disclosures of financial distress,
  – conditional forecasts of CB,
  – etc.
Managing Expectations through Central Bank Forecasts

Argument from the effectiveness of monetary policy.

• Central banks directly control only overnight rate, not prices that matter (long-term interest rates, other asset prices).

• Expectations determine prices that matter

• Long-term interest rates are determined by the market’s expectations of the future course of short term rates.

• Central banks can shape expectations by disclosing path of future policy rates.
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Expectations Theory of the Yield Curve

Campbell, Shiller and Schoenholtz (Brookings Papers, 1983)

“The simple expectations theory, in combination with the hypothesis of rational expectations, has been rejected many times in careful econometric studies. But the theory seems to reappear perennially in policy discussions as if nothing had happened to it. It is uncanny how resistant superficially appealing theories in economics are to contrary evidence. …”
“... We are reminded of Tom and Jerry cartoons that precede feature films at movie theatres. The villain, Tom the cat, may be buried under a ton of boulders, blasted through a brick wall (leaving a cat-shaped hole), or flattened by a steamroller. Yet seconds later he is up again plotting his evil deeds.”

This paper was published almost 25 years ago, but the force of the argument seems (if anything) stronger.

Yet, the expectations theory of the yield curve pervades the policy discussions and market commentary in the press.
Can Central Banks Control Long Rates?

Central bank guidance seems important in pricing one or two years out in the yield curve (Piazzesi (2005)), but there is little evidence that long-term rates can be managed.

When Merrill Lynch fixed income traders trade 10 year swaps, are they influenced primarily by their beliefs of central bank policy 7, 8 or 9 years from today?

There is some evidence that expectations theory of the yield curve works for small countries (Gerlach and Smets (1995)).

But precious little evidence from countries that host major financial markets.
Informational Efficiency

- To the extent that market prices guide real economic decisions, the informational value of market prices ought to be of interest to central banks.

- IS curve based monetary models focus on flows (e.g. consumption).

- Many decisions are about stocks (e.g. debt), and are difficult to reverse.
  - Subprime mortgage debt
Monetary Policy and Financial Markets

- Monetary policy works via the financial markets.

- Central banks have a large impact on financial markets (maybe too large an impact).

- “Overreactions” are the rule rather than the exception.
Speech by (then Governor) Ben Bernanke in 2004 “Central Bank Talk and Monetary Policy”.

“when the monetary policy committee regularly provides information about its objectives, economic outlook, and policy plans, two benefits result. First, with more complete information available, markets will price financial assets more efficiently. Second, the policymakers will usually find that they have achieved a closer alignment between market participants’ expectations about the course of future short-term rates and their own views.”
In the above passage, Bernanke makes two claims.

- When the central bank conveys its own views clearly, market prices will be more informationally efficient.

- When the central bank conveys its own views clearly, the market’s expectations will be closer to the central bank’s own expectations.

The second is uncontroversial. The first is more doubtful.

The first assertion may be false because the second assertion is true.